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FUND DETAILS 
 
Fund: Sentinel Universal 
 
Managing Group: Premier 
 
Manager: Multi-Asset Team 

 
 
PERSONNEL 
 

1. Please detail any significant changes to the personnel involved in the 
management of the fund and the analysis of underlying stocks/funds.  In 
particular, please detail the length and type of experience/qualification for any 
new team members. 

 
None 
 
 
 

2. Please give an approximation of total funds under management by the team 
managing the portfolio. 

 
£1,203m @ 30.09.14 
 
 
 
INVESTMENT POLICY 
 

3. Has there been any change to your investment research systems or your style 
of management?   

 
None 
 
 
 

4. What changes have you made to the Asset Allocation of the Fund? 
 

1) Reduced Equity allocations:  
- Trimmed areas of strength: Asia + EM 
- Added to UK equities and specialist lower beta equity positions (Insurance 

and Global Power + Water) 
2) Added to Bonds: 

- Incorporated gilts on spread compression 
- Recently added to IG (shorter duration) on underperformance 
- Sold specialist bond holdings on outperformance 

3) Reduced Alternatives + added to Property: 
- Trimmed CatCo into strength 
- Sold CF Eclectica Absolute Macro 

4) Reduced cash in lieu of gilts 
 
      Jun-14 Sep-14 Change 

  Equities   57.28% 55.63% -1.65% 

    UK 23.05% 24.04% 1.0% 

    North America 7.56% 7.57% 0.0% 

    Japan 7.49% 7.14% -0.3% 

    Europe ex-UK 7.25% 6.03% -1.2% 

    Asia ex-Japan 5.62% 1.99% -3.6% 

    Emerging Mkts 4.15% 1.91% -2.2% 



    Other Equities 2.16% 6.95% 4.8% 

  Bonds   13.39% 22.01% 8.62% 

    Gilts 0.00% 9.70% 9.7% 

    Inv-Grd. Corp 1.80% 2.66% 0.9% 

    High-Yield Corp 3.44% 2.54% -0.9% 

    Specialist 8.15% 7.11% -1.0% 

  Property 8.06% 8.87% 0.81% 

            

  Alternatives 10.34% 5.64% -4.70% 

            
  Cash   10.92% 7.83% -3.09% 

 
 
 
 

5. What is the rationale for these changes and what impact do you expect this to 
have on performance? 

 
We believe in rebalancing portfolios where we see strong outperformance or 
underperformance as a mere reflection of market shifts and interest, rather than a 
change in fundamentals. This has encouraged us to undertake the above changes. 
 
With expectations of rate increases being brought forward, gilts underperformed 
credit at the start of the review period, we saw this as an opportunity to add gilts in 
favour of credit at this point. Gilts enjoyed a strong rebound over the summer and we 
added back in a shorter duration IG credit fund near the quarter end to take 
advantage of spread widening. 
 
CF Eclectica Absolute Macro was sold due to the rising correlation afforded by its 
positioning, especially given the newly purchased gilt position providing a more direct 
means of incorporating a defensive stance.  
 
 
 

6. What has been your portfolio turnover level and is this higher or lower than 
you would normally expect?   

 
Our style is one of relatively low actual name turnover, although active rebalancing of 
holdings is a continual process. 
This quarter saw an untypical level of turnover as the portfolio was (almost 
completely) sold in favour of our preferred holdings.  
 
 
 

7. Are you confident that you have negotiated the best possible terms and have 
all discounts and rebates against initial charges and AMCs on underlying 
funds been negotiated by you and notified to Premier so that they can ensure 
these are received by the fund?  Are you actively aiming to reduce the TER of 
the fund? 

 
Yes, this is an ongoing exercise for the Premier Multi-Asset Team. 

 
8. Please list any funds that where the underlying OCF of the fund NET of any 

rebate is greater than 0.85%.  (If yes please complete the additional OCF 
slide in the IC quarterly presentation) 

 
No positions we have bought have a net TER greater than 1.5% 
 



 
9. Please supply 1 or 2 examples of good investments decisions you have made 

at stock level which have contributed to your performance. 
 
Tactically introducing gilt exposure as yields rose and credit spreads had contracted 
(in preference to SWIP Strategic) proved to be a very worthwhile trade:  

 
 
Tritax BigBox REIT – a specialist logistic warehouse fund with a long lease and 
quality tenant exposure. Position acquired, toward the end of July (at 101p), as they 
expanded their portfolio of attractive property assets. The fund re-rated and we sold 
at an elevated premium 2 months later to crystallise an attractive gain.   
 
 

10. Please also provide an example of a poor investment and how you have dealt 
with this to minimise the loss to the fund.  

 
Certainly compared to credit funds generally, the sharp fall in gilt yields ensured that 
gilts performed strongly over the quarter. Having just under 25% of our benchmark 
allocation to this asset meant that our relative performance faced a headwind by not 
having a fuller allocation.  

 
 
 

11. How have you managed the cash content in the portfolio with a view to 
maximising the return to the fund? 

 
We have kept cash levels above our optimal working cash position (typically upto 
5%) to help accommodate the portfolio restructure and provide for liquidity with 
respect to the uncertain cash creation/cancellation of the fund. To maximise our cash 
return and provide flexibility, the fund administrator undertook a daily cash sweep to 
place any balance of funds into an overnight deposit account. 
 
 



12. Are you happy with your stock selection across each sector? 
 
Given the complete portfolio restructure during the quarter, we are happy with the 
assets held. 
 
 

13. If, not what changes are you looking to make over the next quarter and why? 
 
We continue to monitor the opportunities available from Asset Backed Credits or 
‘Specialist Bonds’. Cognisant of our existing exposure (Volta Finance - which has 
now issued an intent to obtain a UK market listing to address its discount), we will 
look to exploit any attractiveness in ‘specialist bonds’ (typically accessed through 
closed-end vehicles) that may be available at an attractive entry valuation, subject to 
liquidity and cash considerations. 
 

14. Are there any particular factors which you feel have affected the performance 
or volatility of the fund? 

 
The reduction in mid-cap exposure (especially UK), disposal of CF Eclectica 
Absolute Macro, allocation to Property and the opportune introduction of gilts will all 
help to reduce the volatility of the portfolio whilst aiding total return potential. 
 
 


